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1. INTRODUCTION: 

In the phase-B Study of this Contract 1"2  the concept of dual-band nulling for anti-
jamming in EHF SATCOM using frequency hopped signals was validated by 
preliminary experiments. This experimental investigation is continued in the 
present Phase-C study where detailed nulling performance under various scenarios 
is studied. Particular attention is directed towards the comparison of dual-band and 
narrow-band nulling performance in a static environment. The results with 60 db 
dynamic range show that in static performance, dual-band nulling has no apparent 
advantage over narrow-band nu lling alone. However, since the weighting coeffi-
cients used in the system do not have sign control, phase adjustment over 360 de-
gree range requires setting the length of one of the two transmission lines connect-
ing the antenna elements, thus an improper length could degrade the performance 
of dual-band nulling more severely. The result is not unexpected because the main 
aim of dual-band nulling is to have fast acting nulling under a frequency hopping 
environment. Since an adaptive algorithm has not been selected, an adaptive dual-
band controller was not implemented for this investigation. 

A parallel analytical investigation is the Maximum Signal to Jammer & Noise 
criterion for nulling. In Phase-B study, the criterion was successfully applied to a 
phased array with knovvn directions of desired signals using the conjugate gradient 
algorithm. However, because of the computational burden the algorithm is not easy 
to implement. A new algorithm using an estimate of the conjugate gradient is in-
troduced. This algorithm requires approximately twice the computing complexity 
of the simple LMS algorithm, and is found to work almost as well as conjugate 
gradient. 
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2. DUAL-BAND AND NARROW-BAND NULLING, A STATIC PERFORMANCE 
COMPARISON: 

The dual-band beam control for protection of EHF SATCOM using frequency 
hopped signals proposed in this series of Contracts is to combine a slow acting 
broad-band nulling with a fast-acting narrow-band nulling for superior antijamming 
performance. An experimental test bench with a two element receiving array 
together with a single desired signal transmitter as well as a single jammer was es-
tablished. So far only CW signal and jammer have been implemented. Using the 
test bench various aspects of nulling performance using commercial grade com-
ponents were experimentally investigated. In the Phase-C study reported here, the 
experiment on dual-band nulling carried out in Phase-B study is continued. 

2.1 The Experimental Setup: 

The experimental setup is mainly the same as before and is shown in Fig.1. The 
broad-band IF is at 500-1000 Mhz with two adjustable complex weights with labels 
(1,2) and (3,4). The two complex signals are further down converted to the narrow-
band 40 Mhz second IF, with a bandwidth of 4 Mhz, using a common voltage con-
trolled second local oscillator. Two adjustable narrow-band complex weights with 
the same labels are used to implement narrow-band nulling. The received desired 
and jamming signals are measured using a tracking spectral analyzer in time 
division multiplex by switching the signal source between the signal and jammer 
transmitting antennas. The system has a dynamic range of 60 db. In the early stage 
of the investigations interference of some very strong local UHF transmitters were 
detected. When tracking through the IF spectrum the receiver locks on to the in-
terfering signal and loses track of the stepping transmitter. Or, when nulling, the 
system attempts to null these signals and produces wrong weights.The second IF is 
therefore modified to minimize these interfering signals. However, it was noted in 
some of the runs certain jammer power peaks were not reproducible, thus there 
may still be some external interferences not completely removed. 

2.2 The Experimental Procedure: 

The experimental procedure mainly parallels the work of Phase-B, hence the 
details will not be repeated here. All experiments have been conducted under the 
following conditions: 
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The offset in the focal plane and the position on the cluster axis remain constant. 

The separation of the two transmitting horns is fixed at 30mm. 

Both horns transmit with equal power. 

The nulling must not reduce the desired signal by more than 3 db. 

To establish the desired signal level before nulling the following steps are executed: 
If broad-band nulling is to be performed the attenuators of the first IF are used to 
adjust the phases of both receiver channels for maximum signal. With this setting 
the band is scanned and the received signal for all frequency steps are recorded and 
stored as a reference. This pre-null reference is used to normalize the the measured 
powers after nulling. For narrow-band nulling the same procedure is applied for 
the setting of the second IF components. The broad-band weights are set to unity. 

Nulling can be performed at steps of .75, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Mhz. 

2.3 Frequency dependence of narrow-band nulling weights: 

The frequency dependence of narrow-band nulling weights are shown in Figs. 2-5. 
The across-band nulling is performed with 2.5 Mhz steps resulting in 184 sets of 4 
weights. The weights are given in db channel attenuation. Observe that weights 1 
and 2, which are for antenna element 1, have about 10 db less attenuation than the 
weights 3 and 4 for antenna element 2. This is the result of the relative positions of 
the two antenna beams with respect to the signal and jammer transmitter positions. 
It is not clear what caused the large dip for weight 1 at 900 Mhz and the variation 
of weight 4 below 650 Mhz. When a weight has large attenuation, very little signal 
is coming through for nulling, hence the above may be due to phase variation re-
quired to null the januner within the band. 

2.4 Dual-Band Nulling: 

Figs. 6-9 show the results of dual-band nulling under various conditions. Broad- 
band nulling is first performed at the frequency indicated. Narrow-band nulling is 
then performed at 50 Mhz steps and the weights are stored. In the following scan 
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these weights were applied at the appropriate frequencies as the frequency in-
creases in the scan, and the desired signal power and the jammer power are 
measured in turn and plotted. The trace with the heavy line represents the jammer 
after nulling with the weights applied. The desired signal after nulling is shown in 
the lighter trace and it differs from the pre-null reference by less than -3 db. It is 
expected that what ever are /the broad band weights required for broad-band null-
ing, further narrow-band nulling at a frequency should reduce the jammer to sig-
nal ratio. It is seen that indeed in most situations the jammer power at the narrow-
band nulling frequency is below the 60 db dynamic range of the system to be proper-
ly measured. However, Figs. 8 & 9 show that with broad-band nulling performed 
at 800 & 900 Mhz, further narrow-band nulling around 650-750 Mhz do not produce 
deep jammer nulls at the narrow-band nulling frequency. In fact the variation of 
the jammer level in this frequency range have the same appearance in the two 
Figures. A possible cause for this strange behaviour is that the broad-band weights 
may have reduced one or two of the four real signal components to very low levels 
so that they are no longer available for narrow-band nulling to function. More 
detailed experiments are required to clarify this phenomenon. 

23 Narrow-Band Nulling: 

Figs. 10-12 show results of narrow-band nulling alone in 50, 10 and 2.5 Mhz steps. 
In these experiments the broad-band weights are set to unity. The resulting signal 
and jammer powers are plotted. In addition, the pre-null signal is also shown in the 
2.5 Mhz step data to show that the desired signal is degraded by less than 3 db due 
to nulling. In general the static performance of narrow-band nulling alone is bet-
ter than that of dual-band nulling. The data of 10 Mhz steps show particularly low 
jammer to signal ratio because for that experiment the length of one of the trans-
mission lines was very carefully adjusted. 

2.6 Further Work on Dual-band Nulling: 

To determine more accurately the performance of dual-band and narrow-band 
nulling, the system need be modified as follows: 

The second IF bandwidth need be lowered to say 200 Khz so as to reduce the ef-
fect of external interference. 



Weighting coefficient sign control be introduced to have assurance of 360 degree 
phase adjustment. 

The useful dynamic range of the system must be increased by at least 10 db.The 
conclusion from these experiments is that in a static environment dual-band null-
ing does not appear to perform as well as narrow-band nulling alone. This is probab-
ly due to the previously mentioned reduction of some signal components by the 
broad-band weights. However, since the main advantage of dual-band nulling is 
seen in the combination of a slow acting broad-band nuller and a fast acting nar-
row-band nuller, it is necessary to measure the convergence time in a dynamic fre-
quency hopping environment using an appropriate nulling algorithm before the ad-
vantage of dual-band nulling can be properly evaluated. 

3. A MODIFIED CONJUGATE GRADIENT ALGORITHM: 

In previous studies of this Contract a Maximum Signal to Jarruner and Noise Ratio 
criterion for antijanuning using a phased array was proposed and that the conjugate 
gradient method was shown to be able to obtain the weights for very low jammer 
to signal ratio using a small number of iterations. However, the conjugate gradient 
method requires the calculation of the Hessian matrix at every step resulting in high 
computational burden. To arrive at a practical algorithm for optimisation under 
the maximum signal to jammer and noise ratio criterion a modified form of the con-
jugate gradient method is introduced. The computational burden using the ap-
proach is about twice that of the very fast and simple LMS algorithm. The result-
ing signal to jammer ratio after nulling is slightly inferior to that obtainable using 
the full conjugate gradient method, but is fully acceptable in most applications. In 
the following the algorithm is described and simulation results for a linear phased 
array are presented. It is found that the algorithm is both fast and yielding high jam-
mer protection. 

3.1. The Criterion: 

In two previous Reports 112 , a new criterion for beam control was introduced. Fig.13 
shows a block diagram of the system. The criterion is to maximize the ratio of sig-
nal power and jammer plus noise power SJNR 

max Wh Rxx W/Wh RzzW (1) 
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where R>oc  and Rzz  are the correlation matrices of the signal and jammer plus noise 
respectively. W is the element weighting vector, and h  denotes conjugate transpose. 
In a phased array, as investigated previously, the jammer plus noise signal vector 
Z(t) can be obtained from the received signal vector X(t) by using a blocking matrix 
B to remove the desired signals from the known directions 

Z(t) = B X(t) (2) 

For a single user in direction u from broadside, a possible blocking matrix is 

1 -expjkdisinu 0 

0 1 -expjk(d241)sinu 

B (3) 

1 -expjk(dL-dui)sinu 

where the L elements are located at di to dL. The optimal weight vector Wopt is 
the eigen vector of the generalized eigen value problem 

Rxx Wopt = kmaxRzzWopt 

The two correlation matrices have complex coefficients representing phase dif-
ferences to the different array elements. As discussed previously, the criterion tends 
to protect the desired users while nulling out the jammers. 

3.2. The Algorithm: 

In the last Report, the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method was successful-
ly used to find the optimum weights as defined by the generalized eigen value 
problem. The search direction Pi in step i is conjugate to that of the jth step with 
respect to H, the Hessian matrix of the problem according to 

Pih  H Pj = 0, i =j (5) 

(4) 

••••■•■ 
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(8) 

(9)  

(10) 

An optimum step size along the search direction is then used to complete one itera-
tion. Since the step size can be large for an appropriate direction, fast convergence 
is achieved. 

However, the method requires the estimates of both the gradient vector and the 
Hessian matrix at every iteration, a very computing intensive operation. In the fol-
lowing a modified conjugate gradient approach3  is presented which greatly reduces 
the computational requirements without appreciably degrading the achievable sig-
nal to jammer ratio. 

The receiver first estimates the covariance matrices of n block of length T snap-
shots as 

Rxxn  = (iro 2, t = (n-1)T +1nT  X(t)X(t)h 

 Rzzn  = (VT) t =(n-1)T+1nT  Z(t)Z(t) h  

For the objective function of (4) using the above covariance matrices, the estimated 
gradient vector is 

Gn  = [Rxxn  - XnRzzn] Wn-1 

where the scale factor 1 / (VV11-111  Rzz n  Wn-1) is omitted to eliminate its effect on 
iteration number. The search direction is obtained by approximating the vector PtH 
with 

'Yn-1 = Gn.  - Gag  

The search vector P satisfiesn 

h1 'Y n-lun = 0 

and for xn  - xn-1 

(Wn - Wn-i)h  [Rxxn  -  X Rzzn] Pn = 0 

(6) 

(7) 
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or 

Pn-1h  [Run - Xn Rzzn] Pn = 0 

This condition is also satisfied for Pn-i, Pn being the generalized eigenvectors of 
(4). Pn  becomes 

, u  \ 
ru 

 Pn '= Gn - (yn-1
h 
 un hn-1

h  rn-1) 11-1 (12) 

To update the weights, the step size un is 

1, \ h 1-, n /ix , max (W11 + p,nrn) nxx uvn + tinPn) 

iin (Wn + linPn)h  Rzzn  (Wn + i-LnPn) (13) 

The step size vn  required to update Wn  is chosen such that SJNR is maximized in 
the direction of Pn. Using the following parameters 

A = 2 Re(Pnh  Rxxn  W11-1) (VVn-lh  Rzzn  Wn-1) 

- 2 Renh — zzn 
K W11-1) (Wn-lh  Run  Wn-1) 

B = 2 (Pnh  Rxxn  Pn) (W11-i' Run  W11-i) 

- 2 (Pnh  Run  Pn) (Wn-1h  Run  W11-1) 

C = 2 Renh  Run  Wn-i) (Pnh  Run  Pn) 

- 2 Re(Pnh  R30(11  W11-i) (Pnh  Run  Pn) (14) 

(11) 

we have 
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-B - (B2  - AC) 1/2  C (15) 

and the update weighting vector Wn iS 

Wn = Wn-1 + pn (16) 

The objective function (4) is W-scale invariant. However, because of the noisy 
received signal, the magnitudes of the weights may increase and thereby the 
amplitude of the array output. The signal distortion is avoided if the weight vector 
norm is held constant 

Wnh  Wn  = constant (17) 

The process is repeated after every new block of signal is received. 

Comparing the above algorithm with the familiar LMS algorithm, it is seen that the 
computational burden is only apprœdmately two times more complex. It is much 
more simpler than the full conjugate gradient method employed in the previous 
study2. 

3.3. Simulation Results: 

The performance of the adaptive array using B in (3) is examined. A 12 element 
uniform linear array of half wave length spacing is considered. As the number of 
snapshots per block increases, the array pattern improves. However, this com-
promises the rate of the array response in a dynamic jamming environment. A 
block of 32 snapshots is used in all following simulations. The signal is a sine wave 
with a period of 10 snapshots. 

In the first example, one that was investigated using the conjugate gradient method 
in Phase-B studies,a single desired signal arriving from the array broadside in the 
presence of a single jammer at 60  is analyzed. The jammer is inside the 100  main 
beam of the quiescent pattern. Independent white noise of normal distribution is 
added to the simulated desired signal and jaraming signal of 40db and 70db above 
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the noise variance respectively at each element. Since there are many eigen vec-
tors to the mwdmization problem a well chosen initial vector is needed in order 
that the adapted weights converge to the correct one. The chosen initial vector is 
the optimum weighting vector in the presence of no jamming with only the signal 
and noise present derived analytically from the known direction of the desired sig-
nal and system noise. This is the quiescent array and has tapered weights so that 
the sidelobes are lower than those of a uniformly illuminated array. The adapted 
pattern after 100 iterations is shown in Fig.14. A deep null of -95 db is steered 
towards the jammer direction while the pattern still maintains a well distinguished 
main lobe, its peak is pushed away from the jammer by 3 °, and tapered sidelobes. 
The array weights are independent of the desired signal power and the constant 
norm constraint of (17) is mainly to prevent output signal amplitude fluctuations. 
The value of the objective function in (4), namely, the ratio between the output sig-
nal power and noise branch power, is plotted against the iteration number in Fig.15. 
It takes only 7 iterations for the objective function to reach its steady state value 
and thus only a small number of samples are required for the algorithm to con-
verge. The same example is also analyzed using the full Hessian matrix as described 
in Phase-B study. The resulting pattern and the convergence are shown in Figs.16- 
17. The null is deeper and the side lobes are smaller. However it takes 22 iterations 
for the process to converge and, due to the complexity of computing the Hessian 
matrix, consuming considerably more computing time. 

Finally, the adaptive pattern of the array in the presence of two desired signals, at 
-20°  and + 10°  of SNR 10 db and 0 db respectively ,in the presence of a single jam-
mer of JNR = 50 db at 0°  is shown in Fig.18. The pattern has a null in the jammer 
direction and two separate main lobes in the desired signal directions with 4 db dif-
ference in level due to the signal power difference. The algorithm takes 8 iterations 
to converge. 

3.4. Proposed Further Work On the Modified Conjugate Gradient Algorithm: 

Because of its fast convergence and the relatively simplicity, the modified conjugate 
gradient algorithm shows great promise in real implementation of EHF controlled 
beam antennas. Simulation of the algorithm applying to two dimensional multi-
beam arrays need be first carried out. An experimental real time implementation 
on a 3-beam array should then be assembled for performance evaluation. 
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